INCLUDES
Panic Shield
Panic Bar
Strike Bracket
Key Box
Keyed Cylinder

OPTIONS

Panic Shield:
Pre-Drilled Holes For Lockey or Detex
Height: 24”
Finish: Black or Silver

Panic Bar:
Lockey PB1100
Detex V40 Series

Strike Bracket:
Black or Silver

Key Box:
PSGB-5 Black or Silver

DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS

Panic Shield Dimensions:
Height: 24”
Width: Expandable up to 54”

Material:
16-Gauge electro-galvanized steel

Finish:
Powder-coated black or silver

Panic Bar Sizing:
Length: 33” for 36” doors, 42” for 48” doors
Field-sizeable: Can be cut down to 27”
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